
We are equal in thé [brain]  
Thé human cell ½ male ½ female.  
Kinefficaçe 4 •5 
UI /L Root System [blackן]  
 
Shows in Equal Arteries from Mother to child.  
Left frontal lobe of its kinefficace 
 

● Proportion of weight f-g of x | membrane zona fG + mixed fr^ { time + chemicals mr. Poor 
material.  

 
● Chemical filtrations + the frontal lobe -17|-18 (chemical fractions Nr -2|-2 +Nr) [N2]R1. 

Chemical filtration mass 0° 
 
Because of eroplasticity Time to elasticity keeps going. If looking at pi at its circumference over 
diameter the chemical for oxygen is even to 159–> before 9–> keeps going. In split division (-t). 
Below then is the pulled Weight shown in Nr to timed elasticity of even squares 1+1.  
 
52. Before 50° chloride Systems refract back at even chemistry of m1. 5359 distributes from 
[chloride] in gY over g in 0°. Of uneven weight. Thé instance is subdivided time interests of 
chloride to filtration levels of mass under 0. Psychology.  
 
4640. In -40 parallel to the universe ahead of us and and side manner adjacent 60° of 41 intérim 
of unified attraction. In T. Thé chemical connection.  Gravity forces down in z as equal time 
forces on in i: q of pi (pii; thé cousin of its sort). Which shows its uneven weight to resort to equal 
weight under its dividend. Where psychology stops and subcology begins. Its use of behavior. 
Of equal psychological consequence.  
 
-40. [blackן] basic sleep cycles show in fractions of interim to times adjacency in instance 
squares (containers) of Weight that force light out into equal or suv equivocal distance. 
[bq:chemical refract].  
 
In instance, revolving around gravity, g-4 pulls and depth increases at 3°. Suv equivocal to 
breath. The time resorts to gY before light as instance shows the same by biological preference 
- [liver] by 3° short of its lung. Alcohol and its psychological defects of differençe squared male, 
female.  
 
Thé pulls require uneven weight to show itself instinctively by 3/3 squared subsidized its weight. 
The 3° degré. Foreshortened, you have time at its cost to instance light refractions over 
subdivided Energy.  
 
Thé back thus dissolves E between right lung + shoulder [belt ן(eR)], leaving F left proportionate 
lobe to frontal ):esophagus [proportion x ء٨ in maladjcency]. To be equal is to substantiate 



between 2 that points do not attract in the same relativity (male/l; female) as thé membranes s: 
d9 in pt 1 thé back and pt 2 frontal lobe (because it is foreshortened). Leftovers e-x of inertia to 
interim (he).  
 

Thé Breath. In Co1. In z2 = 4:1  
 
 


